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The controlling and deburring technology of machining burrs is one of the key 
technologies of the precision or superprecision and automatic processing ,which are 
two main developing directions of the mechanical manufacturing .Although burrs are 
small ,the hazards caused by burrs are very large .Burrs not only influence the 
precision of workpiece ,but also affect the reliability of whole machine and bring a 
great harm to processing ,assembling ,testing ,product performance ,life span ,safety 
and appearance .With the improvement of industrialization and automation ,the 
requirements of manufacturing accuracy and application conditions become higher 
and higher. This requires that parts of the burr size is as small as possible or no burrs. 
On the basis of the surface grinding-hardening test, the sideward burrs and cutting 
direction burrs of 65Mn steel were studied. By changing various parameters of the 
grinding variables to control the effects of various parameters on the burr on both 
sides of the flat grinding hardening processing direction and cutting direction. The 
main content of this article include: 
(1) This article describes the burrs' significance of the study,the research status 
and the major problems of 65Mn steel grinding burrs, as well as traditional and 
modern methods to remove the burrs. 
(2) The basic principles of the grinding and the formation mechanism and 
classification of burrs were described,two basic forms of burrs of grinding hardened 
processing can be attained, that are sideward burrs and cutting direction burrs. 
(3) Through the burr formation test of 65Mn steel flat grinding hardening 
processing,the burrs generated in the cutting direction and the direction of both sides 
of the workpiece are more prominent.We can change the grinding parameters to 
determine the effects of various parameters to the burrs of 65Mn steel hardened 
grinding generated,then made the corresponding experimental results, further raise 
methods of controling burrs in the 65Mn steel flat grinding hardening processing. 
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效益 ]61[ − 。 
所谓的金属切削毛刺是指切削加工中，工件的边、角、棱等部位上部分或全
部被切削层金属受到刀具前刀面和切削刃的作用后，部分地或全部地遗留在工件
















a) 毛刺外观 b)毛刺断面尺寸 
     h -高度 r -根圆半径 b -厚度 
图 1-1  毛刺外形和尺寸 
金属切削加工中，例如刨削、铣削、车削、钻削等加工中产生的毛刺经常给
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（3） 随着刀具前角 0γ 增大，则毛刺的尺寸减小。 
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